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Antivirus comparison FireLite is the world’s only product to compare virus signatures to more than 52,000 antivirus programs. You can also retrieve signatures for any new virus by pointing to the desired location on the internet. Test Upload files to our free Virus Scanner Virus Scanning technology Virus Detection engine Scanning system 52,470 virus signatures for detection Scanning engine optimized for Windows XP/2003/2000/NT,
Vista and 7 Scan engine is improving day by day Downloads We provide free and demo versions of the program Quick scan algorithm The Scan Engine is Windows based and uses a scanning algorithm optimized for Windows and newer versions. Scan Engine Screenshots: Scan Engine Features: The latest virus definitions of VirusScan is delivered to your computer on a regular basis. Updated virus definitions cover the most current viruses.
100% anti-spam technology keeps your computer clean and provides protection against a whole range of viruses. Customers can download virus signatures and report the bug to us. It will be upgraded with the latest virus definitions from VirusScan on a regular basis. 100% Anti Spam technology The Scan Engine is based on the Windows system so it is very easy to install, and it can use the Windows system update to install updates. It’s user
friendly, and can be easily installed and configured. Receive all virus definitions in one update. Without any extra setup or configuration, it instantly updates the virus definitions, and stores them in a local location. Safe scan engine The scanning engine is safe and has the best security option to make sure your computer is protected. Easy to use A scanner is a great tool for users to have a simple way to scan any files or Windows system. It is
easy to use, and can be installed with one click. It can check one or all partitions. It can check any set of files and folders. The Easy system interface allows users to see the virus situation and customize settings in a simple way. Scanner comparisons Virus Scanner Comparison FireLite Anti-Malware Scanner VirusScan VirusScan is one of the most advanced antivirus programs on the market. It is a paid program and it offers high quality and
good anti-spam technology. When compared to the free programs, it costs more but it gives better anti-spam technology and support. V
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FireLite is a scan only version of Fire Anti-virus and it contains only limited features. FireLite uses Fire world class scan engine to detect viruses. The new high speed scan engine detects more than 52,470 viruses including deadly viruses like Klez worm and its variants, BadTrans.B, Nimda worm, SirCam Worm, I-Worm/BadTrans, Win32/Magistr, Hybris aka Hahaha worm, MTX, Kak Worm, WYX aka PollyBoot virus, VBS/LoveLetter,
Win32/FunLove, I-Worm/Navidad, Anna virus aka VBS/SST and new viruses like VBS/HomePage aka VBSWG.X and CodeRed worm. The scan engine is designed to identify old type DOS based Boot, File viruses, Windows based viruses, Backdoors, Trojans, Spy tools, VB Script, Java Script viruses, Batch viruses, Unix and Linux viruses, Corel, MDB viruses and the famous Word and Excel macro viruses. The heuristic and polymorphic
engine is also improved. Limitations: ￭ The program only provides the scan, it cannot remove any viruses FireLite uses Fire world class scan engine to detect viruses. The new high speed scan engine detects more than 52,470 viruses including deadly viruses like Klez worm and its variants, BadTrans.B, Nimda worm, SirCam Worm, I-Worm/BadTrans, Win32/Magistr, Hybris aka Hahaha worm, MTX, Kak Worm, WYX aka PollyBoot virus,
VBS/LoveLetter, Win32/FunLove, I-Worm/Navidad, Anna virus aka VBS/SST and new viruses like VBS/HomePage aka VBSWG.X and CodeRed worm. The scan engine is designed to identify old type DOS based Boot, File viruses, Windows based viruses, Backdoors, Trojans, Spy tools, VB Script, Java Script viruses, Batch viruses, Unix and Linux viruses, Corel, MDB viruses and the famous Word and Excel macro viruses. The heuristic
and polymorphic engine is also improved. Limitations: ￭ The program only provides the scan, it cannot remove any viruses FireLite uses Fire world class scan engine to detect viruses. The new high speed scan engine detects more than 09e8f5149f
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- User friendly interface - Only Scan and no protection - Only upgrade the data from the updated virus database - Automatically update the latest virus signatures, up to date information - Only report showing only the viruses scanned - Check the new virus found with the latest data database - Check the new virus found with the latest virus database - Search new viruses on the search engines - Search old viruses on the search engines -
Search and display the latest virus information on the viruses database - Search and display the latest virus information on the viruses database - Stop searching for virus - Stop searching for virus - Remove virus from the system - Fix the system Monitor and repair your computer system by means of the hardware and software failures. In order to stop any damage to the system, it is very essential to keep your hardware, software, personal
files and valuable information secure and protected. Our utility can detect and repair any type of software or hardware failure. FlexiDisk is a unique software utility to keep data safe and accessible. With FlexiDisk you can easily make more than one copy of your data or your CD/DVD. You can convert your CD/DVD or floppy disk to make it easily readable on your computer. With FlexiDisk, it is easy to take 2 copies of a CD/DVD, DVD
or floppy disk. FlexiDisk enables you to convert the CD/DVD or floppy disk to read your data. It is also useful for taking backup of any CD/DVD or floppy disk. Tetris.ISO is a disk image software to create an ISO image file from any of the installation discs of Tetris games. To make a Tetris game available to the users, the game needs to be installed on their computer. The installation can be done from any of the Tetris CD/DVD or
floppy disks. With Tetris.ISO software, the game can be easily installed on any computer without the CD/DVD or floppy disk. If it is of any interest, the CD/DVD or floppy disk can be converted to an ISO image. With Tetris.ISO, you can create an ISO image file from any of the Tetris CD/DVD or floppy disks. The image file can be used to install the game on any computer without the CD/DVD or floppy disk. If it is of any interest, the
CD/DVD or floppy disk can be converted to an ISO image. CD Factory is a very

What's New in the FireLite Virus Scanner?

FireLite is a small low cost program that offers quick virus scans on your computer. It supports multiple executable scanners so you can scan multiple files at once. It also supports all of the most popular antivirus engines such as clamav, Emsisoft, ClamX, McAfee, Symantec, etc. How to install? You can download the file below and follow the link to install the program. Software Description ￭ How to scan and detect viruses on your
computer? The recommended way to scan and detect viruses on your computer is using a good virus scanner program. It also helps to prevent the damage to the infected computer if you are not sure about the dangerous viruses. ￭ Is FireLite virus scanner free? If it is free, it is not meant to be a stand-alone virus scanner. It is a program that adds some useful features to some popular antivirus scanners and combines them into one program. It
also offer its own virus scanner without costing anything. ￭ What antivirus engine is used in FireLite? A separate scan engine is used for FireLite virus scanner. The scan engine is designed to use the world's top antivirus scanners such as McAfee, Symantec, ClamAV, NOD32, Emsisoft, Kaspersky. ￭ What is its score? The program has a score of 4.5 (mostly 4.0 and 4.5 out of 5). The score is based on the program interface, ease of use and
many other factors. ￭ Where can I get more information about FireLite? ￭ Check it out now: ￭ Be informed with the latest virus threats. ￭ Get real time Protection against virus and spyware. ￭ Scan your computer at a great speed. ￭ Fight the latest virus and spyware for FREE. ￭ Get instant results. ￭ Get protection for your computer and mobile. FireLite can be download from here: ￭ Why should you trust us? If you are not convinced
about the review and the program, you can also check out the forum of File-Beagle to find more reviews about it. ￭ Why are we best in antivirus? We are the best in providing online antivirus. We work on the ongoing basis to develop and improve our programs. Our high quality
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System Requirements For FireLite Virus Scanner:

Memory: 8 GB+ OS: Windows 7 or higher, 64-bit Processor: Intel Core i5-2500K or AMD equivalent Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 or AMD Radeon HD 7870 Storage: 12 GB free space available Network: Broadband Internet connection, experience may vary with slow internet. Legal Notice: This game is free to download and play, we do not offer any item purchases. Items available to purchase with real money are items
required for gameplay.
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